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The CHOICE PICNIC Advanced Reflection Group1 gathered in San Miguel de Allende, in April 

2018, for a series of conversations among CHOICE Fellows, in-person and through our online 

Zoom room. 

 

This group is exploring the general landscape of systemic understanding as a platform to support 

complex systems transformation. In San Miguel we started to describe the specific landscape of 

work we see regarding systemic exercises and approaches to support systems change. We started 

the exploration asking, “How do we know that our approach is supporting a systemic understanding 

to shift a system?” 

 

In this white paper, we set out a frame and describe: 

ü The initial Model building we have done divided in 3 sections: 

o Description by levels of systemic understanding 

o A brief description of each geometry 

o Description by agreements geometry 

o An overlap of collaborative networks and systemic understanding assessments 

ü Field building 

o The data set we want to gather to evolve the model 

o The tools for field building we want to develop as we gather date and evolve the model 

 

Model Building 

The intention of model building is to develop testable hypotheses about what a systemic 

understanding is (specification), what impact they have for systems change (consequences), and 

how to influence them (antecedents). 

 

Specification – What Do We Mean by a Systemic Approach? 

We began the model building by capturing our insights from decades of experience with systemic 

approaches to support systems transformation (see Figure 1). 

 

                                                             
1 PICNIC stands for “Platforms for Integration through Collaborative Networks and Integrated Conversations.” 
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Figure 1: Insights into Systemic Approaches to Support Complex Systems Transformation 

 

We then further categorized the insights by seven agreements geometries: systemic leverage, 

resilience (lumens engaged), potential energy available, integration, experience, continuity of 

energy waves and co-hosting capacity.  Table 1 captures the typology of these insights and specifies 

three classifications of systemic approaches to support systems transformation. These three 

classifications provide an initial continuum from low to high with specific characteristics identified 

along the continuum.  

 

Description by Levels of Systemic Understanding 

Looking down the three columns, we observe characteristics in different levels of systemic 

understanding to shift systems – low, medium and high. 

 

Low Systemic Understanding. Groups that show a low level of systemic understanding usually 

focus on only one type of leverage into the system, either a theory of change, policy making to shift 

the system, understanding of dynamics, or coordination of diverse groups of stakeholders. The 

approach to co-hosting is focused on generate outcomes, either from thinking processes (deep 

diagnostics), feeling processes (continue dialog without getting into action), or willing processes 

(immediate actions). That becomes the energy moving the group. The low level of systemic 

understanding results in two main dichotomies.  A first dichotomy is that people can feel either like 

an observer waiting for expert advice, or people can feel like they are immersed constantly in 

breakthroughs, not being able to handle the high variety of people that are invited into the 

conversation. A second dichotomy is that systemic approaches can be either overly complexified or 

overly simplified.  When overly complexified, they tend to be heavily based on data to represent 

highly complex system with a lot of detail, where the tools chosen to do the systemic exercise 

become the focus, therefore becoming the system.  When overly simplified, the systemic approach 

could be over simplified understanding only a simple set of connections, resulting in big leaps of 

faith jumping directly into action. 
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Medium Systemic Understanding. Groups that show a medium level of systemic understanding 

usually look to focus on two types of systemic leverage, either actions, dynamics, or structural 

agreements. There is an expansion of perspectives that are invited, but still those are not enough or 

are more than the ones needed. The focus of the systemic approaches are usually to solve problems 

and understanding how people make decisions locally. These groups have a bigger capacity to 

understand dynamics and patterns, but the approaches they use are either more complex or simpler 

than the one the group needs, making it difficult to facilitate dialog and define clearly leverage 

points and pathways collectively. These groups experience the tension that comes from not being 

able to unleash the necessary energy to shift the system.  Since facilitation focuses not only on 

outcomes but also on processes, the group is able to stay together, and the process brings a lot of 

agency into the system.  Groups tend to work separate from each other, sharing with the rest of the 

group what they experience of what works to shift the system. 

 

High Systemic Understanding. The groups that are able to develop a high level of systems 

understanding utilize systemic approaches they can embrace and that are rigorous and with the right 

amount of complexity, as defined by the process itself. Those approaches help them to clarify what 

system they will focus on and understand the purpose and boundaries of the system. The groups 

explore and understand dynamics, patterns, and relations.  In order to build their ability to shift the 

system and, at the same time, support this exploration in collective dialog that include all the 

relevant key stakeholders, as defined through the process. They develop a clear idea of when, how, 

and for what to invite other types of perspectives into the conversation.  They usually do this to 

improve their understanding of the implementation of a specific leverage point of pathway. 

Facilitation supports the clarification of why that group wants to be together (the deeper shared 

purpose), why each person needs to be there, and what their unique contributions are to the purpose, 

and also the specific way each people or group will be contributing to shifting the system. The 

facilitators that are invited to this group support the unblocking of potentials and invite others in the 

group to become co-host, they are able to help the group to manifest in very concrete ways the 

outcomes and at the same time encourage the group to build the inner resilience of the system.  

 
Dimension Low level of 

system change 

Medium level of system 

change 

High level of 

system change 

Systemic 

Leverage  

 

One type of systemic 

leverage to move the 

system 

 
Systemic structures (loops 

or connections)  

 

Data driven 

 

Two types of leverage to 

move the system 

 

Systemic decision structures 
(people deciding locally 

within system)  

 

Data + process driven 

Focus on all SL at once 

 

Systemic agreements structures 

(underlying agreements)  
 

Data + process to validate 

systemic hypothesis + 

DSP/collective wisdom driven 

Resilience (RDES) 

– Lumens 

engaged/Lumens 

required  

 

Lengaged < Lrequired – expert 

advice to shit the system 

  

Lengaged  > Lrequired – 

everybody is invited 

 

Expansion of perspectives  

(some groups invite relatively 

like-minded, like-hearted 

perspectives) 

 

L engaged (capacity) = L required 

(desired capacity) 

Include relevant stakeholders to 

shift the system 

Requisite e3 diversity 
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Energy potential 
(EP) 

 

What is visible 

in the system 

exercise?  

 

Mapping the system  
 

The map IS the system 

Focus on tools: causal 

loop, stock-flow, social 

network mapping 

 

Capacity to See dynamics/ 

relationships /patterns 

 

 

 
 

Mapping problems 
 

The map IS NOT the system 

but it is complex 

Visualizing systems through 

images  

 

Capacity to Understand 

dynamics/ relationships 

/patterns 

Mapping the purpose, clear 
definition of system and 

boundaries 

 

Focus on systems resilience 

Artifacts support systemic dialog 

 

Ability to shift dynamics/ 

relationships /patterns 

 

Ability to sense the living system 

behind the symbols 

Integration (N) 

 

Hosting 

ALIGNED with 

capacity in group 

 

 

Very complicated highly 

complex networks or very 

simple set of connections  

 

 

Complicated or simple, not 

easy to nourish dialog 

 

LEAPS in logic/ 

understanding to define 

leverage point 

Simply complex  

 

Understanding of inner 

agreements capacity 

 

Criteria to select and design tools: 

CRISP 

 

Experience of 

vibrancy (EX) 

Observers – expert advice 

to shift system 

Forcing mayor leaps – 

Breakdowns / break 

troughs 

Disconnected agency that 

comes from feeling the 

resistance of the system 

 

Collective wisdom – Shared 

vision of the system and how to 

shift it 

Power continuity 
(PC) 

 

Head-only, feeling-only, 
will-only orientation 

 

Works with nouns energy 

Feeling and thinking 
orientated 

 

Works with nouns + process 

energy 

Connected to the will (DSP), 
feeling (contributions) and 

thinking (how and where) 

Works with nouns + process + 

potential energy 

Co-hosting 

capacity (C) 

Facilitation focus on 

outcomes 

 

Lowest common 

denominator 

Strong heart facilitation 

(outcome + process) 

Work with the hidden forces and 

potentials + process + outcomes 

 

Expansion of co-hosting, co-

investment gesture 

Highest common denominator  

Table 1: Insights by Geometric Structure 

 

Description by Geometry 

 

Environment/Outer 

Systemic Leverage. Low levels of systems understanding usually focus only on one type of 

systemic leverage to move the system: either on a theory of change looking for direct leverage or 

translating systemic structures into policies to shift the system. It could also be working to 

understand feedback loops and dynamics to look for dynamic leverage inside the system, or 

coordinating multiple stakeholders to dialog around complex systems to look for structural leverage.  

The medium level of systemic leverage focuses on two types of leverage.  Systemic tools are used 

to understand systemic decision structures, integrating global and local understanding. The high 

level of systemic leverage focuses simultaneously on all three three types of systemic leverage.  
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Systemic tools are used to understand systemic agreements structures and synthesize global, local, 

and integrative levels of understanding of the system. 

 

Resilience.  The low level of systems understanding engages too many or too few, including either 

(a) just 1-2 perspectives, resulting in inexpert advice, or (b) including everybody, leading to endless 

dialog. The medium level looks to expand other perspectives, while still including too few or too 

many lumens. The high level engages the stakeholders and people that need to be invited. 

 

Energy Potential.  In low level systems understanding, the focus is on mapping the system, where 

the boundaries are fuzzy.  This confuses people, usually with highly complex networks or lots of 

connections.  The map become the system, and the focus becomes the tool (social network 

mapping, system mapping, etc.).  In the medium level, the exercise focuses on mapping a problem. 

Groups use several ways to visualize the system, with the awareness that the map is not the system.  

The maps are still seen as being too complex to handle, leading to leaps in logic and understanding 

of the system in the definition of leverage points. The high level looks for long-tern systems change 

through mapping the deeper shared purpose and clearly defining the system and boundaries with a 

level of system complexity adequate to what the group can embrace.  The artifacts become a 

support for systemic dialog, and the different approaches are comprehensive, rigorous, integrative, 

simple and purposeful. 

 

Integration. Low-level systems-understanding exercises become either too complex or very simple, 

completely missing the capacity of the group to hold complexity. The medium level works with 

simpler approaches; however, it is still difficult to nourish conversations and find leverage points 

from this, ending up in inferring leverage points without a deep understanding of the system.  The 

high level works with the complexity that the group can embrace, always checking the inner 

capacity of the group, and designing and choosing tools in a way that is comprehensive, rigorous, 

integrative, simple and purposeful. 

 

Person/Inner 

 

Experience.  A low-vibrancy experience comes from two different experiences of the systems 

understanding process: people feel like observers who are waiting for the answer from an expert; 

and people are pushed toward major breakdowns they were not prepared for because of the 

facilitator’s belief that disrupting the system will help to move it.  They end up in the same or worse 

place. A medium-vibrancy experience comes from feeling the resistance of the system that hinders 

the energy needed to move it.  People experience an urgency for agency, in a disconnected way. A 

high-vibrancy experience witnesses the tangibilization of the collective wisdom that comes from a 

shared vision of what is the system and how to shift it. 

 

Continuity Power.  A low level of continuity power works with nouns as the energy generator to 

move a system, focusing only on thinking, feeling, or willing. For example, thinking-centered 

approach might focus on research and understanding a complex situation where the insights are the 

answer to a specific problem.  A willing-centered approach might focus the energy on actions, such 
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as campaigns to clean up the environment.  A medium level of continuity power works with nouns 

and process as energy generators. For example, groups where people might engage actively in 

individual activities and, at the same time, value group meetings to share and dialog. A high level 

works with nouns, process, and potential energy, where the energy that is being created is connected 

to: (1) the deeper shared purpose that is the driving force for change (willing); (2) the clarity of 

contributions connected to the purpose and spaces that honor them (feeling); and (3) the clarity of 

how to manifest that contribution and where it adds value to the system (thinking). 

 

Co-hosting Capacity. At the low level, facilitation focuses heavily on outcomes, inviting only the 

lowest common denominator in the group’s participants. The medium level focuses on the outcome 

and process with strong-but-kind facilitation that builds up relationships. The high-level co-hosting 

capacity works with the hidden forces and potentials of the group, helps to make available to the 

group the higher potentials present, and through that expands the co-hosting capacity happening in 

the group. 

 

An Overlap in Collaborative Networks and Systems Understanding Assessments 

We also looked briefly to see if the Collaborative Networks and the Systemic Understanding 

assessments could be informing a related understanding.  Initially, it seems that: 

• the Systemic Understanding assessment characterizes the content and processes that a group 

follows 

• the Collaborative Networks assessment characterizes the process and structure 

 

For now we will keep them separate.  The hypothesis is that they inform different things, and it is 

worth it to gather data in a separate way. 

 

Data Set 

To test and evolve our model building, we propose the following field-based research project. We 

plan to test a model for due diligence on collaborative network and systems understanding efforts, 

to see what the different forms are actually designed to do, along the continuum described in Table 

1.  

 

Field Building 

To build the field, we could focus initially on frames and case studies. 

 

Frames 

ü What is a systemic approach to understanding a system and to supporting system evolution? 

ü Why are systems processes valuable? – the case for SUSC 

ü How do we build and evolve systems understanding? 

 

Case Studies 

ü CHOICE Fellow anchor projects for specific applications 

ü CHOICE Fellow approaches – Strategic Clarity and…? 
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o A second circle could be similar groups and networks that are using systemic tools and 

approaches (example Omidyar) 

o Another potential circle could be different types of comprehensive systemic approaches 

applied in systems change (example – macro-meso-micro: ask Fred)  

ü Data set (see above) 

ü Possible media forms – videos, blogs, articles, white papers, discussion groups, 

courses/onboarding materials 

 

APPENDIX:  A Brief Description of the Agreements Field Geometries 

Geometries are a way to understand different dimensions of a field or a system. Energy fields help 

us to understand the coherence of an energy flow that keeps everything together.  An agreements 

field is composed of individuals in an environment, or inner capacities in an outer structure.  The 

geometries describe key dimension of this field, combining the environment (outer structure to 

transform or multiply lumens) and the person (inner capacity or lumen capacity).  This framing 

provides a deeper understanding of the impact that can be generated in a system from the 

combination of the outer and inner fields of energy. 

 

Environment/Outer Structure 

ü Systemic Leverage – The leverage available in a system consists of direct, dynamic and 

structural leverage. Direct leverage amplifies the efficient and effective expression of lumens. 

Dynamic leverage transforms lumens (the creativity of Homo lumens) into value-driving 

resources and scales them through reinforcing and balancing feedback loops. Structural leverage 

coordinates the feedback loops to shift the system towards the desired behavior of the deeper 

shared purpose. 

ü Resilience (RDES) – The ability of the system to continuously leverage its inputs depends on its 

resilience.  Resilience is the net flow of lumens in the system, balancing the lumens engaged 

with the lumens required, to have enough to meet demand without being inefficient, as lumens 

cannot be accumulated. 

ü Energy Potential (EP) – The potential lumens available in the system depends on the level of the 

agreements, as seen in the AEMaps, of what is already present in the system (green) or still not 

manifesting fully but available (yellow and red). 

ü Integration (N) – The scaling of impact outside a group is influenced by its metamemetic and 

epimemetic virality, the openness of a group to the next levels of agreements, and the 

contagiousness of the agreements. 

Person/Inner Experience 

ü Experience of Vibrancy (EX) – The level of an individual’s engagement in the system influences 

the amount of energy they give to the system. 

ü Continuity Power (PC) – The degree of connection to the infinite potential source of energy, as 

reflected through the deeper shared purpose.  This is the energy that empowers Homo lumens.  
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ü Co-hosting (C) – The degree to which the energy available in a group expresses and tangibilizes 

itself constructively depends on the level of the co-hosting space generated, as compared to the 

co-hosting space available. High co-hosting invites the highest capacities available in the group. 


